CONFINED SPACES
Confined spaces are enclosed or partially enclosed areas that are (1) big enough for workers to enter,
(2) with limited or restricted means for entry or exit, and (3) not designed for continuous occupancy.
The many confined spaces on dairy farms can be dangerous–and even fatal–for dairy workers.
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OBJECTIVE

Prepare dairy workers to more effectively
recognize the inherent risks of confined spaces
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Where are the confined spaces on this dairy?
2. What hazards exist in confined spaces?
3. What are this dairy’s confined-space protocols?

TRAINING POINTS

Confined spaces have the potential to contain hazardous atmospheres (e.g. milk storage tanks, manure storage facilities).
Understand your facility’s emergency action plan.
Tell your supervisor when and where you will be working in confined spaces.
Identify safe exit points of an area or space before entering.
When possible, work in pairs when entering confined spaces.
One person enters the space and the other remains outside while maintaining constant communication
Oxygen deficiency is probable in confined spaces.
If you feel lightheaded, immediately exit the confined space
A lack of oxygen is dangerous and can be deadly
If someone has passed out in a confined space, you should not enter the space—call for emergency help immediately
Personal gas monitors can warn workers of potentially fatal gases in confined spaces.
Atmospheric monitoring with a personal gas monitor should be performed before entry to determine ventilation needs
Engulfment (surrounding or capture of a person) potential exists when
Liquid is present in a confined space (e.g. water, manure)
Solid/granular materials are present in a confined space (e.g. feed commodities)
Large machinery with moving parts can also contain dangerous confined spaces (e.g. feed mixers).
Never enter these spaces while machinery is running. Always follow your dairy’s lockout tagout procedures.
When working in confined spaces you may have to bend, twist, lay, or climb in ways that are unnatural.
Move carefully to avoid strains and sprains.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

When possible, work in pairs when dealing with confined spaces.
Have a safe exit strategy in mind in case of an emergency.
Only enter a confined space after taking proper precautions.
Call for professional emergency help if there is an accident.
☑ Do not futher endanger yourself or a victim of confined space accidents
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